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I. The play
1. OVERWIEW
Poings is about the right to regain control over oneself. Five key moments in a toxic relationship
(WEST, NORTH, SOUTH, POINTS, EAST), from the first meeting to the break-up, as relived by a
woman still reeling from shock, on a quest to find meaning in her experience.
Plunged into traumatic memory, the play explores the themes of rumination and disorientation
both in form and content. In order to bring the character's dazed and confused mindset to life,
the parts each take on a radically different feel and structure, arranged in non-chronological
order. The play seeks to draw on form in answering the question: why do women living with daily
violence choose not to leave? Because leaving is a battle, and it is exceedingly difficult to fight
when your bond with yourself has been broken. YOU and ME embody the disassociated figure of
the female protagonist, juxtaposed against HIM, the man, the monster, the obsession, sometimes
real and sometimes fantasised, sometimes near and sometimes far, sometimes dangerous and
sometimes less so. Poings is an internal fresco in motion, recounting a story that is told and
retold in order to find a way out.
Synopsis provided by the playwright.

2. THE INSPIRATION FOR THE PLAY
Pauline Peyrade met Justine Berthillot, a circus performer and graduate of the CNAC, during the
Sujet à Vif event at the Festival d’Avignon 20151, for which they staged Est, a short piece that
runs for twenty-odd minutes, exploring the story of a woman who fails to go through with her
plans to leave her violent partner.
Retranscription of Pauline Peyrade's interview with ARTCENA on the subject of Poings, shortlisted for the Grand Prix de Littérature Dramatique 2018:
"Poings started with a Sujet à Vif play called Est, which I co-produced with Justine Berthillot at
the Festival d’Avignon in 2015. In twenty minutes or so, Est recounted the aborted escape plans
of a woman who is a victim of domestic abuse. This first piece gave way to Poings, which uses
the cardinal points to tell the story: how it all began, where it all went wrong, how it ended, and
how the woman manages to break free.
As the play unfurls, it looks back on the relationship's milestones, in an attempt to figure out what
happened. The underlying themes are disorientation, a loss of anchoring, the fight against
oneself, and the fight for one's survival. Poings is special to me, for a number of reasons. But if I
had to choose just one of them, I'd say because compared to my earlier writing, the structural
elements in this play are taken to the extreme. The form becomes unsettling, it is intended to
confuse the audience. The play's five parts are all completely structurally different, leading the
audience and reader into the same state of mind as the protagonist, searching for signs and
landmarks. It was important to me that I draw on this, because it leads back to the question of
why anyone would put themselves in a violent situation, or suffer domestic abuse, in this case.
Why do we struggle to leave? Why do we stay with our tormentor?
The play was published by Les Solitaires Intempestifs. It was reformatted for publication, you have
to flip to the back to see how the original text was laid out. Justine Berthillot and I staged it in
2018, with the #CiE company that we founded together."

1Sujets à Vif pieces are short plays co-produced by the Festival d’Avignon and the SACD, and showcased during the

Festival. These plays and performances are the result of collaborations between guest artists in a range of different fields.
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3. EXTRACT FROM THE TEXT

«

ME. I see the house. The door is closed with nobody inside. There’s no roof, the walls

rattle, and the floor, it’s as if the floor is made of diamonds. It sparkles. It’s night. The sky is
everywhere. You can see as if in daylight. It’s beautiful. In the middle of the main room, there is a
huge table, lit by a huge fire breathing flames that make colourful pictures. Love scenes rise from
the flames, and seem to vanish into smoke. It smells good. I eat some fire. It tastes like sugar. It’s
very strong. It’s very tasty. It pours down my throat. Soothes it. I don’t know anymore, but I know
that I know.
I see the forest. It is calm. The earth is made of gold, and the sky, it looks like the sky is made of
diamonds. In the middle of the forest, a huge lake with huge trees that delve into the stars. It’s
night. The moon is everywhere. Green leaves from the huge trees caress my face. It is beautiful. It
smells good. My eyes widen. A leaf breaks off from one of the huge trees and falls into the lake. It
sinks. Water runs deep. I see myself. I can’t recognise myself, but I know that I know myself. Frost
swirls around my wrists like bracelets. I stair at the sky on the surface. I still seem to be breathing.
I cough a bit. And then it goes away.
I see the house. In the main room, a man is laying the table for a huge feast. He is handsome. He
is well dressed. Hundreds of candles light the table. It is beautiful. The man comes up to me. He
asks me to get dressed. I don’t understand what it means. He puts a wet towel over my
shoulders. It’scold. I start shivering. The towel falls to the floor. I pick it up. It’s heavy. I’m shaking.
The towel falls for a second time. Huge flames from the huge fire ascend into the deep night.
I see the forest, and, in the forest, there is the man, and at the man’s feet, there is the lake. The
sky is in the lake. I am naked. A huge fish dances around me. It is beautiful. It shines. Love scenes
are tattooed on its scales. I feel it glide on my tummy. It tickles. I smile. Bubbles stream through
my teeth. The man looks at me. He is handsome. I feel his eyes. He’s not looking at my body. He
smiles. Water seeps into all my pores. It caresses my muscles from the inside. It tickles. I cough. I
cough again.
I see the house. The walls are black and the windows, it looks like the windows are burning. Night
is everywhere. I’m getting colder. In the main room, the party is in full swing. People laugh, drink,
dance. It is beautiful. The man is talking to a beautiful woman. I don’t recognise myself but I know
it’s me. They smile. They drink wine. I knock on the window. They don’t hear me. Wine pours
down the beautiful woman’s dress. I call. They carry on talking. I lick the window. Some glass dust
sticks to my mouth. I scratch the glass with my nails. Small shards fall into my hands. I lick them.
The shards sink into my tongue. They cut me. The man and the beautiful women burst into
laughter. They can’t see me. I break the glass from the burning window. The man and the
beautiful woman drink. Wine pours down their chins. I call. They don’t flinch. People carry on
dancing. I break another glass window and shove it in my mouth. The beautiful woman is looking
at me. It’s hard. It’s sweet. I bite. I bleed a bit. My teeth cutting through.
I see the forest. The frozen lake. The huge trees. Moonlight pierces through the leaves. They are
burning. Night is everywhere. I am afraid. I stick my nose into the earth. I breath. I bite. I eat. I try
to stand up. The trees are collapsing. I burry my head in the earth. The moon blinds me. I try to
stand up. The trees start to flee. They have faces. I’ve never seen them but I know that I know
them. Their roots touch the sky. I try to cling on to them. My hand grabs a black piece of black
bark falling from a huge tree. I rip it off and lick the skin of the tree. Splinters get stuck in my
teeth. The sap runs down into my stomach. It’s sticky. It smells of sugar. It tastes good. My throat
is thirsty. I chew more of the water from the tree. The trees have disappeared. I search for the
house. I search for the lake. I can’t see them. There is earth everywhere. The dust dries up my
throat. I am cold. I
am sweating. The noises are everywhere. I can’t reach. I call. Nobody. I call louder. My voice
bounces off the walls of the sky. My eardrums crackle. I am not breathing. I cough. I cough again.
The beautiful woman puts her hand on my throat. I look at her. She doesn’t say anything but I
know she is saying something. She wipes my forehead. My arms. Breasts. Shoulders. It burns.
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She wipes my whole body. My tummy. My sex. I cough. She beckons me to be quiet. I don’t
understand. She thrusts her fist into my mouth. It hurts. I shout. She keeps thrusting. Her skin is
rubbing against my throat. I try to bite her. I don’t have any teeth. She thrusts. Darkness is
everywhere. I push her. My arms have disappeared. I push. I push again.(..)
I close my eyes. The beautiful woman is looking at me. She smiles but I know she isn’t smiling. I
see the forest. The lake is empty and the trees have disappeared. Night is everywhere. The sky is
in my throat. I see the house. Inside, the party is over. The huge flames from the huge fire warm
the sky. It’s beautiful. Everything is still. Everywhere is calm. The beautiful woman is still looking
at me. The sky pours into my tummy. In the house, the man is asleep. »

Extract from Fists by Pauline Peyrade translated by Keziah Serreau

4. SELECTED PRESS REVIEWS
"Poings is a play that looks back over five key moments in a relationship, from the first erotic
chance meeting at a rave party, to the protagonist's escape from violence. Each stage in the
relationship plunges the character into a state of alienation, unveiling the sensory and emotional
mechanisms at play that keep her chained to her torturer. Rather than slipping into sentimental
realism, Pauline Peyrade transfers these everyday vignettes into perceptive distortion that clasps
the characters somewhere between memory and nightmare. The playwright hovers between
eyewitness account and post-traumatic distortion.
The play opens with a bang, in a heady textual whirlwind where each line is given the weightiness
of a pulse, from heart-stopping silence to heart-racing eroticism. The reader senses the full force
of the beat of the rave party, or the flutterings of a heart inspired."
Pierre-Alexandre Culo, Théâtre actu, 5 February 2018

"A gendered take on sexuality that lifts the lid on male/female power relations, and most
importantly of all, embarks down much more disturbing, sinuous, and painful paths, the
slipstreams in which sexist norms are internalised by women to the point of a misguided sense of
duty and dark masochistic pleasures.
(…)
A play that challenges the essence of this evanescent attribute known as ‘femininity’, and asks
the question of who decides to award it. The play tackles another issue head on,
just as important as the first, examining the archetypal roles that many women continue to play
for the men in their lives, to the point of suffocation: the nursemaid, the mother, the whore. I
ncluding when their men do not (all) seem to require it of them.
(…)
There is no booming feminist dénouement here, no theatrical enactment
of the power to act – including in terms of sexuality. But through its very absence
in the face of the brutal, degrading words of her soon-to-be ex, a woman's voice
rises, and through it, the shadow outline of a woman clambering to her feet. Its refusal to bear
down on its characters is just one of the
play's strengths: the playwright can always be sensed on the fringes, standing shoulder to
shoulder
with her paper women. Another of its strong suits is the way in which it tackles the difficulty and
complexity that lie at the heart of the female condition, while maintaining an elegant surface
lightness, and
without reducing itself to a single-issue showcase (…)."
Bérénice Hamidi-Kim, Parages, 20 September 2016
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"Poings is a powerful play, the type of play where you leave the theatre in silence, incapable of
expressing what has moved you so powerfully. Poings' success lies in part in Pauline Peyrade's
writing, in which ‘me’ and ‘you’ interact, the things we say and the things we tell ourselves, the
self and that little voice fighting back.
This inner dialogue imbues attraction and fear with importance, making it all too easy to
understand how one splits from oneself in order to cope with violence, the frail yet powerful
survival instinct that gives one the strength to leave. This also gives the audience a way into
observing and understanding the psychological mechanisms that are triggered in the face of
violence, whether verbal or physical."
"Poings de Pauline Peyrade et Justine Bertillot : L’effet d’un uppercut", by Morgane P. Théâtrecontemporain.net, 3 December 2018

"A meeting of minds. Two minds. Two minds that become three. Not because of a birth, a happy
surprise, new life. But because of a death, a separation, an internal splitting. Because when a
relationship turns toxic, psychologically violent and abusive, it can create a crack in the victim
that runs deep into the darkest depths of the self, giving rise to an other, a being that lives as we
do, living through us yet apart from us. Poings illustrates this internal rift through a dual presence,
a second woman, like the little voice inside our head that warns us of the dangers of the
relationship that is playing out here before our eyes. That little voice we so often ignore…
And yet the heroine of this play is no victim. This is the beauty of this three-character play,
offering a highly nuanced and subtle illustration of the well-oiled cogs of an abusive relationship,
in which we allow ourselves to slip into unhappiness, and the denial that pushes us to forget. But
in this story, as she retreats into her unsettling relationship, the protagonist is joined by another
woman. Herself. A woman capable of taking enough of a step back to analyse the obsessive,
unhealthy nature of the relationship."
"Poings aux Subsistances", by Louise Rulh, l’Alchimie du Verbe, 4 April 2018

"The play was published in traditional format (by Les Solitaires Intempestifs, like the playwright's
previous works), but the appendix includes a few pages of the text as it was originally formatted
by Pauline Peyrade: three musical staves, one for each voice, following the rise and fall of a heart
rate. This is a play in which hearts and bodies beat in time in five movements.
(...)
With Poings, Pauline Peyrade once again serves up a most unique experience, in which the
mysteries of inner turmoil are staged and explored, from petrification to escape and the frozen
fear of a moment."
Jean-Pierre Thibaudat, Balagan, 19 March 2018
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5. THE PLAY IN FRANCE
Stage direction
Poings was first staged on 15 March 2018 at Le Préau, Centre Dramatique National de Vire, for the
Festival Spring in Normandy (15 March to 18 April 2018) by Pauline Peyrade, Justine Berthillot,
and Antoine Herniotte.
The play was then performed for the 2018-2019 season in the following venues.
From 23 to 25 March 2018: Les Subsistances de Lyon (Lyon)
3 May 2018: Salle Dumoulin, saison Acces’soirs (Riom)
6 November 2018: La Verrerie (Alès), dans le cadre de Cirque en Marche
15 November 2018: Les Scènes du Jura – Scène nationale (Lons-le-Saunier)
6 December 2018: Théâtre Scène des Trois Ponts (Castelnaudary)
Poings was showcased in a reading for the 23rd edition of the Festival La Mousson d’Été at the
Abbaye des Prémontés (Pont-à-Mousson) from 24 to 30 August 2017, and performed by the
Comédie-Française as part of the Readers' Bureau session at the Studio-Théâtre (Paris) from 1 to
3 December 2017.
Poings will be staged by the Das Plateau theatre company from 9 to 13 March 2021 at the Théâtre
National de Bretagne (Rennes).
Prizes and awards
The play was short-listed for the Grand Prix de Littérature Dramatique 2018 and won the Prix des
Lycéens Bernard-Marie Koltès 2019 award.
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II. The playwright
PAULINE PEYRADE
Pauline Peyrade is a playwright and stage director, and
has been the co-director of the writing and playwriting
department of the ENSATT alongside Samuel Gallet since
2019. After studying literature (literature foundation
course at the Lycée Henri IV), she was awarded her
Masters in stage direction from London's Royal Academy
of Dramatic Art. One of her plays, 0615, was recorded and
broadcast on France Culture (short-listed for the the Prix
Italia 2017 award); Ctrl-X staged by Cyril Teste in 2016
and short-listed for the Prix Bernard-Marie Koltès in 2017;
Bois Impériaux, staged by the Das Plateau collective in
2018. In 2015, she showcased a play as part of the Sujet à
Vif segment at the Festival d’Avignon along with circus
performer Justine Berthillot, who she went on to found a
(c) Raoul Gilibert
company with. Together, they staged Poings in 2018 (Le
Préau – CDN de Vire, Les Subsistances) and Carrosse in 2019 (La Comédie de Saint-Etienne, Les
Scènes du Jura, La Comédie de Béthune, Festival SPRING 2020). Poings was short-listed for the
Grand Prix de Littérature Artcena 2018 and won the Prix Bernard-Marie Koltès 2019 award. That
same year, Portrait d'une sirène was performed at the Les Rencontres d'Été de La Chartreuse –
Centre national des écritures du spectacle. She was also commissioned by the TNS, La Colline,
and the Comédie de Reims to write A la carabine, a play that was staged by Anne Théron and
went on tour in high schools.
She took part in the Sala Beckett European playwriting events (2014, 2018) and Interplay Europe
(as a tutor, 2016), before joining the Fabula Mundi (2017), Pleins Feux Brésil (Comédie de SaintÉtienne, La Colline, Actoral, 2018), and TOTEM(s) (La Chartreuse, 2020) programmes. She is an
associate playwright at the Théâtre des Ilets – CDN de Montluçon (2016-2019), the Théâtre
POCHE/GVE in Geneva (serving as the official playwright for the 2016-2017 season), Les Scènes
du Jura – Scène Nationale (2018-2020), and Les Quinconces-L’espal – Scène Nationale du Mans
(from 2019).
Her plays have been translated into English, German, Spanish, Portuguese, Catalan, Italian, and
Czech. They are published by Les Solitaires Intempestifs.

OTHER PLAYS
Objection, in Juste trouver les mots…, Lansman Editeur, 2014.
Ctrl-X followed by Bois Impériaux, Les Solitaires Intempestifs, 2016.
Poings, Les Solitaires Intempestifs, 2017.
Indifferent Cats in Amateur Porn, with Christophe Pellet, Revue Parages n°4, 2018.
Beau, Corbeau, Revue Parages n°6, 2019.
Portrait d’une Sirène, Les Solitaires Intempestifs, 2019.
A la Carabine, Les Solitaires Intempestifs, 2020.
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III. The play elsewhere
1. ENGLISH TRANSLATOR’S FOREWORD: KEZIAH SERREAU
Keziah Serreau is a translator and stage director. She is a
working member of the Maison Antoine Vitez and
CrossChannel Theatre. Based in England, she translates
from French into English, and English into French. Her
work includes translations of plays by Caryl Churchill,
Pauline Peyrade, and Aram Kebabdjian.
Having started her career as an actor in France, Keziah
moved to England. She received training in stage
direction at London's RADA, and as an assistant at the
Royal Court Theatre, Soho Theatre, Kneehigh Theatre,
(c) Steve Tanner
Theatre Royal Stratford East, and Sadler's Wells.
She sometimes collaborates with French stage directors
working in the United Kingdom, such as Mohamed El Khatib (Stadium) and Caroline Guiela
Nguyen (National Theatre).
In 2015, she was appointed Staff Director at Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre, followed by Associate
Director of the Kneehigh Theatre in 2017.
Keziah stages multi-disciplinary plays and shows that elevate the audience's role and place in the
world, both in the United Kingdom and further afield.
She has worked as a stage director for the Royal Shakespeare Company, the BBC, and LIFT,
including on: Strike! (Roundhouse CircusFest); Circolombia (Colombia); Tourettes Hero’s grand
finale for the BBC’s Live from Television centre (BBC & BAC); Turfed (London International
Festival of Theatre); Hamlet Israel/Palestine (ATC, Richmix); The Dark Side of Love (LIFT, Royal
Shakespeare Company, Roundhouse, World Shakespeare Festival); Narcissus (Roundhouse).
"Poings is written in five parts, in five different styles.The playwright moves from part to part,
drawing on different paces and styles to lead us through the internal labyrinth of a character
caught in the trap of a toxic relationship, veering from electro in the first part, to poetic narration
infused with the colourful imagery of a dream in the second.
Translating Poings was like translating music, respecting its rhythm, its choruses, and silences.
I live in the United Kingdom, where over one in four women experience domestic violence at
some point in their lives. Now more than ever before, translating Pauline Peyrade's play into
English struck me as essential."
Keziah Serreau
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2. SPANISH TRANSLATOR: COTO ADANEZ
Coto Adánez has been translating films and plays for 20 years.
In 2003, she set up her audiovisual translation company, 36caracteres, for which she oversees the
theatre department, handling live subtitling and translation.
She has translated and subtitled over 70 plays, collaborating with companies, actors, and stage
directors such as Mouawad, Lepage, Pascal Rambert, Peter Brook, Georges Lavaudant, Declan
Donnellan, Patrice Chéreau, Jean-Louis Trintignant, Luc Bondy, Jean-Louis Martinelli, Simon
Abkarian, Heiner Goebbels, Marie Brassard, the Comédie Française, and TgStan, to name but a
few.
She has also worked with a number of publishing houses, notably La Uña Rota, which specialises
in translation for the stage, and for whom she translated “Love's End”, “Rehearsal”, “Sœurs”
(staged in Spain by the playwright), and “The Art of Theater” by Pascal Rambert, “Poings” by
Pauline Peyrade, and “SAMO. A tribute to Basquiat” by Koffi Kwahulé, and ASSITEJ (International
Association of Theatre for Children and Young People), for whom she translated “Trois Petites
Sœurs”, by Suzanne Lebeau.
She was short-listed for the Max 2015 Award, as well as the María Martínez Sierra prize for
translation (nominated by the ADE association for stage directors) for her translation of La
Clausura del Amor by Pascal Rambert.

3. FISTS AROUND THE WORLD
The play was also translated into German and published by the Franoc-German journal Scène 21.
Neue französischsprachige Theaterstücke. The German version was staged by the Berliner
Ensemble on 16 February 2019.
Keziah Serreau's English translation was read at the Institut Français de Londres as part of the
Festival Cross Channel Theater/Beyond Words Festival on 17 May 2019.
It was also translated into Spanish by Coto Adanez. The Catalan translation of the play was
showcased in a performed reading at the Sala Bekett (Barcelona) on 10 July 2018 and in a
performed reading arranged by David Geselson at the Teatro Español (Madrid) on 21 February
2020.
Poings was also translated into Brazilian Portuguese for a performed reading in Rio de Janeiro
(Brazil).
"It was interesting to see how it was all performed differently depending on context, from the
structure underpinning the first encounter to the parts of the conversations that would turn to
violence, and depictions of violence and women. The couple's meeting at a party is completely
different in the Brazilian version and the Catalan version, for example.
(...)
My advice to stage directors working with this play... Perhaps to remember that this woman is a
fighter, not a victim. This is a fight, and she is battling on. She is not defeated."
Extract from the Pauline Peyrade video interview conducted by ARTCENA for Contxto's
2019/2020 awards. The full interview is available to watch on our website.
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IV. The Contxto network

In order to raise the international profile of francophone dramatic writing, ARTCENA joined with
the French Ministry of Culture, the French Ministry of Europe and Foreign Affairs, the Institut
Français and the SACD (French Society of Dramatic Writers and Composers) to launch Contxto.
This network aims to support the translation, promotion and international staging of works by
Francophone playwrights. Contxto enjoys international presence thanks to its partner members,
Instituts Français branches around the world and embassy services, drawing on their expertise
and networks of local operators.
Contxto is coordinated by ARTCENA
68 rue de la Folie Méricourt
75011 Paris
France
artcena.fr
contact@artcena.fr
(+33) 1 55 28 10 10
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